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S U M M A R Y
The rapid detection and characterization of megathrust earthquakes is a difficult task given
their large rupture zone and duration. These events produce very strong ground vibrations in
the near field that can cause weak motion instruments to clip, and they are also capable of
generating large-scale tsunamis. The 2011 M 9 Tohoku-oki earthquake that occurred offshore
Japan is one member of a series of great earthquakes for which extended geophysical obser-
vations are available. Here, we test an automated scanning algorithm for great earthquakes
using continuous very long-period (100–200 s) seismic records from K-NET strong-motion
seismograms of the earthquake. By continuously performing the cross-correlation of data and
Green’s functions (GFs) in a moment tensor analysis, we show that the algorithm automati-
cally detects, locates and determines source parameters including the moment magnitude and
mechanism of the great Tohoku-oki earthquake within 8 min of its origin time. The method
does not saturate. We also show that quasi-finite-source GFs, which take into account the
effects of a finite-source, in a single-point source moment tensor algorithm better fit the data,
especially in the near-field. We show that this technique allows the correct characterization
of the earthquake using a limited number of stations. This can yield information usable for
tsunami early warning.

Key words: Earthquake source observations; Seismic monitoring and test-ban treaty
verification; Early warning.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

The great M 9 Tohoku-oki earthquake that struck offshore of Japan
on 2011 March 11 caused very strong ground shaking, with a
recorded maximum ground acceleration reaching nearly 3 × g.
It ruptured a region extending several hundred kilometres and pro-
duced peak velocity of 1 m s–1 (Okada 2011). The main shock also
generated a large tsunami on the local and regional coastlines with
run-up heights reaching 37.9 m (Lay et al. 2011; Mori et al. 2011).
The significant tsunami was experienced throughout the Pacific
basin. This event followed a sequence of other great subduction
zone earthquakes like the 2004 M 9.2 Banda Aceh and the 2010
M 8.8 Maule earthquakes, that became notorious for their large
scale tsunamis (Lay et al. 2005; Vigny et al. 2011; Yamazaki & Che-
ung 2011). These three earthquakes demonstrate the need to rapidly
detect and correctly characterize seismic events from both near- and
far-field observations. The analysis of near-field/regional-distance
observations is an important contribution toward developing a local
tsunami warning capability.

Data from continuously recording and telemetered seismic net-
works help to rapidly provide earthquake and tsunami warnings
as soon as an earthquake’s location and magnitude are known.
However, great earthquakes pose a series of significant problems
for tsunami warning purposes. First, the amplitudes of the seismic
waves can exceed the dynamic range of the broadband and weak
motion seismic instruments typically used for earthquake detection
and location in the local and regional distance range. The use of
strong motion instrumentation, or even continuous GPS estimates
of dynamic ground motions can alleviate this problem (Clinton &
Heaton 2002; Blewitt et al. 2009; Yue & Lay 2011). Secondly,
great earthquakes have extended rupture areas along the subduction
plane and last up to several minutes for the largest events. Tradi-
tional rapidly applied earthquake characterization techniques are
not formulated to consider their long period waves (i.e. not above
50 s periods for example). Consequently they rely on information
at frequencies above the corner frequency of these large events and
therefore suffer saturation problems. This leads to the underestima-
tion of the seismic moment and magnitude of the events.
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In the case of the M 9 Tohoku-oki earthquake, the Japanese Me-
teorological Agency (JMA) first announced the magnitude of the
event as 7.9 (Okada 2011). Magnitude updates progressively pub-
lished by the JMA finally reached magnitude 9.0 on 2011 March
13. Similarly, the United States Geological Survey (USGS) initially
announced a M 7.9 for the event (Hayes et al. 2011), and the first
bulletin of the Pacific Tsunami Warning Center (PTWC) reported
the same magnitude (PTWC 2011).

The use of far-field seismic stations is common for tsunami early
warning purposes as they can provide accurate information regard-
ing the earthquake (Kanamori & Rivera 2008). However, while the
utilization of the far-field stations enables warnings for teleseis-
mic distances, warnings for local and regional coastlines remains
an issue due to the time it takes for the seismic waves to travel to
the far-field stations. In addition, because the extent of rupture in
these great earthquakes is finite, common local and regional dis-
tance point-source techniques may suffer from oversimplification
of the Green’s functions (GFs) and the computational demands of a
full finite-source inversion technique. Finally, initial tsunami early
warnings based on teleseismic observations are commonly issued
without knowing the type of earthquake rupture (Hirshorn & Wein-
stein 2009; Lomax & Michelini 2009), which can have significant
effects on the generation and amplitudes of the tsunami waves.

Kanamori & Rivera (2008) proposed an automated moment ten-
sor inversion scheme using the very long period W-phase that travels
between the P and S waves at teleseismic distances. The main ad-
vantage of this method is that it can provide complete earthquake
source parameters, and an unsaturated estimate of scalar moment
within 20 min of an earthquake using far-field stations. At the time
of the 2011 M 9 Tohoku-oki earthquake, the W-phase source in-
version algorithm was running in real-time (Duputel et al. 2011).
In contrast to other techniques the reports from the use of the W-
phase announced that the earthquake magnitude was 8.8–9.0 within
the 40 min of the origin time (Duputel et al. 2011). These results
show that it is possible to rapidly detect and characterize the source
parameters of large earthquakes, however the solution was too late
to provide useful tsunami early warnings for the local coastlines.
The initial low-amplitude tsunami waves were followed 20–30 min
after the event’s origin time by the damaging tsunami waves. Their
arrival was still within the 40 min processing time of the W-phase
method (Duputel et al. 2011; Hayashi et al. 2011; Okada 2011).

Kawakatsu (1998) proposed the GRiD MT method to automat-
ically detect, locate and determine the source parameters of any
earthquake by inverting long-period (>10 s) seismic waveforms
and computing moment tensors in real-time at each point of a grid
covering a region of interest. Although this approach was success-
fully implemented in Japan and has given good results in terms of
detection, location and characterization of the offshore seismicity
for up to Mw 7 (Tsuruoka et al. 2009a), and an effort to combine it
with the W-phase method was in progress (Tsuruoka et al. 2009b),
it failed to detect the M 9 earthquake as the broad-band records of
the F-NET network were clipped in the strong shaking of the M 9
main shock. Running the GRiD MT algorithm on strong-motion
data streams avoids this problem. Guilhem & Dreger (2011) imple-
mented the GRiD MT method for the Mendocino Triple Junction
region, and suggested modifying the approach by considering two
GRiD MT algorithms running in parallel. One is similar to that
currently used in Japan (Tsuruoka et al. 2009a). The other is for
characterizing large earthquakes (i.e. M > 7). In the latter case,
longer period waveforms (i.e. 100–200 s) are considered, and a
longer time window (i.e. about 8 min) is employed, so that the full
wavefield including Rayleigh and Love waves can reach a limited

number of seismic stations located at distances of several hun-
dred kilometres. Using synthetic M 8–M 9 earthquakes, Guilhem &
Dreger (2011) showed that this approach can be used to correctly
detect great earthquakes, locate them and obtain their magnitude
and mechanism. In addition, to properly account for the finiteness
of the rupture of great earthquakes, they proposed the use of quasi-
finite-source (QFS) GFs to account for the finite extent of great
earthquake ruptures in the point-source moment tensor inversion
method.

Here, we use strong-motion data from the M 9 Tohoku-oki main
shock recorded by the K-NET network to test the approach pro-
posed by Guilhem & Dreger (2011). We present the results of the
single point-source moment tensor inversions using data from sets
of four seismic stations. Fukuyama & Dreger (2000) proposed the
use of 50–200 s period to correctly recover scalar moment in great
earthquakes, and here we use longer periods (i.e. between about 100
and 200 s period) to better approximate a point-source for megath-
rust events. We show that this method can correctly characterize
the event without magnitude saturation about 8 min after its origin
time. We also present tests using QFS GFs representing several case
scenarios of ruptures and slip directions. In addition, to retrieve the
correct source parameters of the great earthquakes, this approach
uses a limited amount of calculations compared to the more general
application, by focusing the grid on the megathrust contact patch,
and as a result it demonstrates its potential for real-time implemen-
tation in Japan as well as in other regions where great earthquakes
occur. However, we find that some strong-motion stations show
non-linearity in their signal, which emphasizes the need to better
understand the behaviour of strong motion instruments and record-
ing sites under strong ground shaking (i.e. tilt or other potential
issues). We also discuss the importance of station configuration to
enhance the detection and characterization of such events. Used
in real-time, this method could allow at least 10 or more minutes
of warning for tsunami waves, and would improve estimates of
tsunami size based on the moment magnitude and mechanism of
the earthquake.

2 DATA A N D M E T H O D

2.1 Method

We modified the GRiD MT method proposed by Kawakatsu (1998)
and used by Tsuruoka et al. (2009a), based on Guilhem & Dreger’s
(2011) recommendations. The GRiD MT approach considers the
continuous inversion for the moment tensors of streaming real-time
data at each point of a grid that represent virtual sources distributed
over a region. Guilhem & Dreger (2011) showed that, in order to
correctly characterize large earthquakes (i.e. Mw > 7) the algorithm
needs to focus on very long period data (for example, between 100
and 200 s compared to 20 and 50 s periods) over a longer time
window in order to sample the flat part of the spectrum proportional
to moment. At each station, the data d k (k denoting the vertical,
north–south and east–west components) can be represented directly
as the convolution of GFs or elementary seismograms, G, between
the source, s and the receiver, r, and the moment tensor components
m of the source

dk(t) =
∑

i

Gsr
i (t)ms

i , (1)

where the sum is carried out over the fundamental components
of the moment tensor: mxx, mxy, mxz, myy, myz, mzz (e.g. Jost &
Hermann 1989). The least-squares solution to this representation
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Rapid moment tensors for great earthquakes 761

Figure 1. Gridpoint (dots) colour-coded by the depth of the slab (Hayes &
Wald 2009) and K-NET strong-motion stations (triangles) compared with
the locations of the broad-band stations (squares) used by Tsuruoka et al.
(2009a). The star shows the JMA epicentre of the M 9 Tohoku-oki earthquake
and the rectangle shows the extension of its slip according the model of Shao
et al. (2011).

can be obtained by computing the generalized inverse (GTG)−1GT

and solving for the moment tensor M

M = (
GT G

)−1
GT d. (2)

The generalized inverse (GTG)−1GT can be pre-computed a pri-
ori using a distribution of gridpoints, a given velocity model and
a set of selected stations. The multiplication of this matrix with
streaming data can be performed automatically in real-time. Earth-
quake detection is given when the variance reduction (VR), or fit
between the data and the synthetic seismograms exceeds a prede-
fined threshold. With a limited number of stations and assuming
a point-source representation, this method gives correct results in
terms of detection and source characterization for up to M 7+ earth-
quakes in the Mendocino Triple Junction region offshore northern
California (Guilhem & Dreger 2011) and offshore Japan (Tsuruoka
et al. 2009a).

This original method offers several advantages. It gives the pos-
sibility to: (1) use multiple data sets (displacement, velocity or
acceleration seismograms), (2) consider various earthquake scenar-
ios in advance and to invert for them in real-time and (3) incorporate
the effects of 3-D structure through the use of pre-computed GFs
that are virtual-source-station specific. Guilhem & Dreger (2011)
demonstrated that in addition to computing simple point-source
inversions, it was possible to employ QFS GFs where GFs of n
gridpoints are pre-averaged to generate composite GFs, Gtot, that
take into account the source–receiver back-azimuth and thereby the
effective radiation patterns of each virtual source:

G tot(t) =
n∑

i=1

Gi (t)

n
. (3)

The prefixed number of points n has an effect on the allowed
complexity of the pre-defined earthquake scenarios considered in
the real-time inversions. This allows us to take into consideration
the near-field problem in which the stations are sensitive to different
parts of the overall rupture, with or without directivity. The moment

Figure 2. Waveform comparison at the East component of station AOM013. Top: raw, unfiltered strong-motion data. Middle: top seismogram integrated to
velocity and bandpass filtered between 0.005 and 0.01 Hz. Bottom: top seismogram bandpass filtered between 0.004 and 0.0095 Hz.
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Figure 3. Maps of the best variance reductions per gridpoints (dots) obtained ±5 km from the slab depth using the data of four strong motion stations (triangles)
integrated to velocity (left-hand panels) and let as acceleration (right-hand panels). (a) Inversions using data filtered between 20 and 50 s period. (b) Inversions
using data filtered between about 100 and 200 s. The best double-couple solution is shown by the coloured beach-ball diagram and is compared with the USGS
CMT mechanism (black). The red star shows the JMA epicentre. Origin time in second is given with respect to the starting time of the inversion: 05:44:02
UTC.
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Rapid moment tensors for great earthquakes 763

tensor inversion itself is performed assuming a point-source anal-
ysis method, which maintains the computational speed. It is noted
that if a specific target were sought it would be possible to simply
convolve the streaming data against GFs that take the specific strike,
rake and dip of the target event into account. We have elected to
retain the inversion capability for these parameters since in addition
to the megathrust events large intraplate earthquakes that rupture
the slab are also possible. Finally, we invert the deviatoric decom-
position of the moment tensors by imposing a zero trace constraint
on the inversion. Even though the use of full GFs for a full moment
tensor inversion is possible, it is not critically needed for the fast
identification and characterization of great earthquakes.

2.2 Data

The dense seismic networks (F-NET, K-NET, Hi-NET) of the
Japanese National Research Institute for Earth Science and Disas-
ter Prevention (NIED) provide a remarkable data set of geophysical
observations of the M 9 Tohoku-oki earthquake. The GRiD MT
algorithm implemented in Japan by Tsuruoka et al. (2009a) uses
a subnet of three stations of the broad-band network F-NET for
each of their processing grids. Analysis of these data shows that
they went off-scale and suffered other linearity issues following the
earthquake and they are not usable. On the other hand, strong-motion
stations are less vulnerable to clipping (Clinton & Heaton 2002).
The strong-motion K-NET network in Japan has nearly 700 three-
component stations distributed almost every 25 km and recording at
100 samples per second (sps), and it offers the opportunity to study
the Tohoku-oki event in detail. We selected 12 of these stations be-
cause of (1) their location along the rupture of the M 9 Tohoku-oki
earthquake, (2) their location adjacent to the F-NET stations used
by Tsuruoka et al. (2009a) and (3) because they recorded a mini-
mum of 300 s of data (Fig. 1). This last condition was necessary
to assure that most of the seismic signal from the main shock was
taken into account and to provide sufficient recording for the long-
period moment tensor analysis (i.e. 100–200 s period). Similarly
to the currently implemented GRiD MT in Japan (Tsuruoka et al.
2009a) and to the method proposed by Guilhem & Dreger (2011),
we use multiple combinations of four stations each. This is a rather
limited number of stations for a source analysis but this is a neces-
sary condition for the fast computation of the moment tensors on a

grid of point sources required for a near real-time application. Tests
of the solidity of the results are mentioned later.

Because the proposed approach considers a minimum of 8 min
of streaming data, and because the K-NET instruments are event-
triggered and records are only a few minute long, we extended
the available acceleration seismograms by adding zeros before and
after the data segment to that we could stream the data through the
algorithm in the same manner as it would be applied with continuous
streaming data. In this way, we generated 20-min time-series that
were later processed before entering the streaming data moment
tensor algorithm. Adding zeros was possible because of the large
signal-to-noise ratios of the data.

Similarly to what is currently implemented in Japan (Tsuruoka
et al. 2009a,b) and to what was proposed by Guilhem & Dreger
(2011) who used velocity data, we integrated the acceleration
records to obtain their equivalent in velocity. We then filtered them
using a one-pass, two-pole Butterworth bandpass filter, and we dec-
imated the data to 1 sps. Integration is a relatively unstable process
in the presence of long-period noise. Such noise can be greatly
amplified through the integration process, and can result in biases
in the inversion results. This is also true of instrument deconvolu-
tion, and therefore in application it will be desirable to process raw
streaming data, and account for instrument response by applying
the appropriate response function to the GFs. For these reasons we
decided to utilize the data in the native unit of the sensors. Therefore
we also considered the acceleration records in the moment tensor
inversion, and we compared the results from the two inversions. The
20-min acceleration segments were filtered with a one-pass, three-
pole Butterworth bandpass filter at 0.004 (250 s) and 0.0095 (105
s). This filter passband was chosen after comparing the acceleration
data with that integrated to velocity (Fig. 2).

2.3 Grid and GFs

We implemented a grid of virtual sources extending between lat-
itudes 35.5◦N and 40.5◦N and between longitudes 140.5◦E and
144.5◦E at intervals of 0.25◦ and overlapping the rupture of the
M 9 earthquake (Fig. 1). Because great earthquakes, including the
2011 M 9 Tohoku-oki earthquake, primarily rupture the subduction
interface we implemented a grid of virtual sources distributed on

Figure 4. Temporal evolution of the maximum variance reductions for the velocity (left-hand panel) and acceleration (right-hand panel) inversions over the
grid. The beach-balls show the best solutions (Fig. 3). Inversions start at time 05:44:02 UTC (0 s) and run for about 4.5 min, every second.
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764 A. Guilhem et al.

Figure 5. Detection and waveform comparisons at times 50, 170 and 250 s (170 s being the time of the best detection) for the single-point-source inversions
(a) and for the quasi-finite-source inversions (b) using three points simultaneously. Seismic waveforms (vertical component) are aligned from north to south
and show the observed data (black) and the best synthetic waveforms (red) corresponding to the best solution for each time step shown in the maps.
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Rapid moment tensors for great earthquakes 765

a slab. The slab geometry followed that of Kamchatka, the Kurils
and Japan from the 3-D compilation of subduction zone geometries
Slab1.0 (Hayes & Wald 2009). We discretized the slab depth with a
5 km spacing. The depths considered range between 5 and 115 km
(Fig. 1).

We pre-computed a catalogue of GFs and their associated general-
ized inverse matrices (GTG)−1GT using the 1-D velocity model used
by Tsuruoka et al. (2009a) in their implementation of GRiD MT.
We used a frequency–wavenumber integration code (FKRPROG)
written by Chandan Saikia (1994), based on the method of Wang &
Herrmann (1980) to compute the velocity GFs at the depth of the
interpolated slab as well as 5 km shallower and 5 km deeper. It is
important to use a complete wavefield method to compute the GFs
to properly account for near- and intermediate-field terms consid-
ering the long-period passband and near-regional distance range.
To account for the inversion of acceleration data we differentiated
the velocity GFs to acceleration before to applying identical filters
to those used for the strong-motion records. Finally, because of the
long rupture duration of great earthquakes, the elementary seismo-
grams were generated and convolved with different Brune (1970)
source time functions in the pre-processing stage of the analysis. We
present here results with a source time duration of 100 s and Table 2
regroups the results for different source time functions (discussed
later).

3 D E T E C T I O N U S I N G
S I N G L E - P O I N T - S O U RC E G F S

We find that when data and elementary seismograms are filtered
between 20 and 50 s period the method using a point-source ap-
proximation fails to return the correct magnitude and mechanism
of the earthquake (Fig. 3a). This can be explained by the proximity
of the stations to the rupture segment and the frequency band being
above the corner frequency of the event. However, the method uti-
lizing the same stations but long-period waveforms (at and above
the earthquake’s corner frequency) and single-point-source inver-
sions is able to correctly detect, locate and determine the source
characteristics (seismic moment and mechanism) of the great M 9
Tohoku-oki earthquake (Fig. 3b), as compared with the W-phase
solution and GCMT. It works for both acceleration records and
velocity seismograms obtained from the strong-motion records. A
maximum VR greater than 70 per cent was obtained using either
velocity or acceleration records.

The best solutions in both of the two long-period tests are located
near the centroid of the earthquake, close to the JMA and USGS
CMT locations. Like the CMT solution, the mechanism obtained is
reverse with the strike direction approximating the slab orientation
in this location. In contrast to other traditional source determination
techniques, the approach does not saturate at large magnitudes and

Figure 6. GRiD MT results for acceleration records at four stations (triangles) at slab depth using different quasi-finite-source GFs shown by the white and
red dots representing the combination of point sources (drawn to scale) with or without directivity (arrows). The red dots are considered as references for the
rotations from transverse/radial components to east/north components and for the moment tensor inversions. See Fig. 3 for additional description.
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Table 1. Effects of directivity on the moment tensor inversion for the three-point case (Fig. 6). Time is indicated in second from
the start of the inversion at 05:44:02 UTC.

Rupture VR (per cent) Lat Lon Mw Strike1 Rake1 Dip1 Strike2 Rake2 Dip2 Time (s)

No directivity 71.2 38.5 142.75 9.1 357 84 63 190 102 28 170
South to north 59.39 37.5 142.75 9.2 161 45 56 42 137 54 140
North to south 74.12 38 142.75 9.2 38 109 67 177 53 29 148
Bilateral 74.72 38.5 142.75 9.1 357 84 63 190 102 28 170

recovers a moment magnitude of 9.1, which is only 0.1 magnitude
unit larger that the reported for this earthquake.

The method keeps pace with real-time streaming data but runs
8 min behind to ensure that the complete waveforms have been
recorded by the most distant stations, and to capture the very long-
period waves. The origin time of the earthquake was determined to
be 05:46:42 UTC for the acceleration case (160 s after the start time
of the inversion in Fig. 4), and 7 s later for the velocity inversion case
(05:46:49 UTC or 167 s in Fig. 4). These origin times are within the
range of origin times published for the event (05:46:23 UTC for the
USGS catalogue to 05:47:47 UTC for the USGS CMT solution).
Fig. 4 shows the temporal evolution of the best VRs calculated every
second on the grid at the slab depth, 5 km above and 5 km below. In
general, the VRs are found to be at or below 20 per cent before the
earthquake time, even when the later part of those 8-min windows
required in the inversion show evidence of the early arrivals of the
earthquake. With time, the VRs increase until reaching a maximum
value and then decrease rapidly once the wavefield passes through
the time window of analysis. This is similar to what was observed by
Tsuruoka et al. (2009a) and Guilhem & Dreger (2011) for small to
large earthquakes in Japan and in northern California. Nonetheless,
we notice the presence of peaks of higher VRs with a periodicity
of approximately 100 s that we interpret as cycle shifting of the
mechanism in which alternate peaks and troughs are fit as the data
streams through the algorithm. This effect needs to be taken into
account when scanning for the best VR and thus for defining the
best solution, especially if the VRs are at or above the VR threshold.
Fig. 5(a) shows the waveform fits obtained at three different time
steps of the analysis.

4 D E T E C T I O N U S I N G Q F S G F S

For great earthquakes, Guilhem & Dreger (2011) proposed the use
of QFS GFs to account for the rupture finiteness at short distances.
We tested a series of QFS GFs that represent to some extent the
extended dimensions of the rupture in which we can also choose
to add or not to add directivity with a rupture velocity fixed at 3
km s–1 (Fig. 6). Here, we summed three, four and five gridpoints to
create a series of rupture scenarios with elongated or square shaped
QFS GFs. We chose to consider gridpoints distributed at the slab
depth whose alignment corresponded to the general strike orienta-
tion of the slab, and whose spatial extents were relatively similar
to the area of maximum slip during the rupture. More elongated
and complex geometries for the construction of the QFS GFs are
possible however they require prior knowledge of the characteristics
of rupture, which is usually not the case, as they need to be defined
before any near real-time inversions. Here, we search for the best
VR every 2 s. This reduces the number of calculations for each time
step from 1071 to 63. This number is also greatly reduced from
the typical implementation in which the grid defines a 3-D volume
(e.g. Tsuruoka et al. (2009a) and Guilhem & Dreger (2011)) rather
than a region surrounding the subduction zone contact path. Typical

uniform implementations use 5000–7000 grid nodes, thus the QFS
case with nodes only along the contact patch reduces the number of
calculations per time step by a factor of 100.

We find that the use of this limited number of QFS GFs applied to
strong-motion records allow the rapid detection of the M 9 Tohoku-
oki earthquake with VRs exceeding 70 per cent and reaching a
maximum of nearly 77 per cent (Figs 5b and 6). The mechanism,
location and origin times are generally well recovered, and are sim-
ilar to those obtained with the single-point-source GFs. This is due
to the very compact nature of this great earthquake compared to
other recent events (Lay et al. 2005; Vigny et al. 2011; Yamazaki
& Cheung 2011). In addition, when using a bilateral rupture or a
North to South rupture (Table 1), we better recover the source pa-
rameters of the earthquake (i.e. larger VR) as we better represent the
actual rupture characteristics of the main shock in which finite-fault
models of the event indicate that the earthquake first ruptured the
shallow portion of the slab near its epicentre and later propagated
along slab strike direction and also downdip (Ammon et al. 2011;
Lay et al. 2011; Shao et al. 2011; Yue & Lay 2011).

Because this approach is less computatively intensive with the
restricted number of inversions required, it is possible to invert
simultaneously for several rupture models (i.e. multiple QFS struc-
tures with and without directivity, and use of different source
time durations) in order to better reflect the range of anticipated
ruptures in a region of interest. Furthermore, if additional con-
straints are available specific rupture scenarios may be tested in
the same way. In fact, it would be possible to extend this approach
to consider true finite source cases simply by testing the cross-
correlation of those cases. It is noted however that it is presently
not possible to invert for full finite-source models given the 8-min,

Figure 7. Comparison of the temporal evolution of the VRs for the
GRiD MT using acceleration with single-point-source GFs (blue) and with
QFS GFs from Fig. 6 (without directivity).
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Rapid moment tensors for great earthquakes 767

Figure 8. Effect of the increasing length of the QFS GFs on the GRiD MT capability to detect the M 9 Tohoku earthquake. The QFS GFs are built using three
point sources (black and red dots) and the moment tensor analysis is performed using the position of the centre point (red dots), every 0.5◦ in latitude and
longitude.

real-time processing time frame, and considering the additional
degrees of freedom, increased uncertainty and uniqueness issues
of such analyses. In any case, Fig. 6 demonstrates that very sim-
ple rupture scenarios with only three points can be used for the
rapid characterization of this earthquake, which is similar to re-
sults from Guilhem & Dreger’s (2011) tests for large earthquakes
on faults with longer ruptures along the Cascadia Subduction
Zone.

These results show that at long periods it is possible to detect
and characterize a megathrust earthquake with a limited number of
source inversions and with limited knowledge of the regional struc-
ture, earthquake rupture and duration using near-regional observa-
tions. Nonetheless, it is likely that additional tests will be necessary
to better calibrate the filters, the GFs and the baseline noise charac-
teristics for each region of monitoring interest. The results show that
the proposed method can help to provide information that could be
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Figure 9. GRiD MT results obtained with different station configurations: stations located in the northern part of the rupture (left-hand panel) and in the
southern part of the rupture (right-hand panel).

Figure 10. Results of 42 inversions using point-source approximation and
different sets of four stations distributed along the rupture, in its northern
end, and in its southern end. (a) Map view of the average VRs for each
point of the grid. (b) Map view of the maximum VRs for each point. (c)
Distribution of the nodal planes obtained for each 42 tests colour-coded by
their VR. (d) Distribution of the magnitudes obtained for each test. The grey
squares show the overestimated magnitudes obtained when stations shown
in Fig. 11 are used.

utilized for tsunami early warning within minutes after a large earth-
quake. Finally, the temporal evolution of the VRs when considering
QFS GFs is similar to that observed with the single-point-source
analysis (Fig. 7). The VRs increase until reaching a maximum value
and then decrease afterwards. We notice however that the VRs mea-
sured prior to the earthquake origin time are slightly lower for the
QFS GFS than they are for the single-point-source test. This could
be due to the single depth section considered in the later test com-
pared to the results for three depths for the first one.

Even if no major difference is found in the change of the VRs
over time (Fig. 7), these results show that using QFS GFs helps to
enhance the system’s ability to detect a large earthquake by reduc-
ing computational demands. Of course a future Mw 9 event may
be more distributed in nature than the Tohoku-oki earthquake with
several asperities. The QFS GFs would in such cases improve the
performance of the proposed system. Nonetheless, the design of
the QFS GFs using more or less distant source points has direct
effects on the capability of the system to detect the M 9 earthquake
(Fig. 8). Although the location is found to remain stable, using only
three points with increasing separation for the generation of QFS
GFs progressively decreases the VRs from 70 per cent to about 58
per cent (Fig. 8) as the assumed rupture exceeds the actual main
slip zone of the earthquake. The mechanism is also affected and
we obtain here a normal fault solution at a later time corresponding
approximately to the GCMT origin time (Fig. 8). We interpret the
time delay and the opposite focal mechanism as the results of phase
shifting in the streaming algorithm. Nonetheless, because the pro-
posed approach significantly reduces the computational demands
for a single run, it permits the search for multiple predefined rup-
ture geometries in parallel (Fig. 7). The large VRs obtained for
several of these models add confidence in the occurrence of large
earthquakes despite the larger number of source parameters, in ad-
dition to the solutions obtained from other earthquake early warning
systems. However, further tests are required in order to understand
which solution(s) better detect the earthquake, and their relative
timing.
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5 D I S C U S S I O N A N D C O N C LU S I O N

An appropriate grid arrangement and station configuration is im-
portant in order to correctly retrieve robust results. Fig. 9 shows
that the location of the seismic stations considered in the inversions
has an effect on the results, but in each of the cases it shows that
location and magnitude are reasonably well constrained. In the case
where the station subnet is to the north, the nodes with highest VR
shift to the south (the opposite is seen for the southern subnet). This
setting does not recover the correct mechanism (i.e. normal faulting
event and rotated fault planes). However, it should be noted that the
moment magnitude is 9.2 with a very high VR. Based on these two
values there could still be some benefit for local/regional tsunami
early warning systems. This solution is obtained at a later time and

corresponds to a phase shifting that could be better controlled if
information from static offsets from GPS stations for example were
included in the analysis. Sensitivity tests demonstrate that it is im-
portant to have a subnet of stations that span the expected rupture
dimensions of the target earthquake. Additional tests were done
with 42 different station distributions (Fig. 10). On average, we
find that the M 9 Tohoku-oki earthquake could have been detected,
with a correct estimation of its centroid, magnitude and fault mo-
tion orientation (Fig. 10). Exceptions to these results were obtained
when the station distribution is narrow, and/or when stations that
did not behave properly (see later) were considered, in which cases
the magnitude estimates were larger than the true magnitude for
lower VRs (Figs 9 and 10).

Table 2. Effect of the source time duration on the moment tensor algorithm using acceleration data for the main shock.

Source duration (s) Lat Lon Time (s) Mw Strike1 Rake1 Dip1 Strike2 Rake2 Dip2 VR (per cent)

25 38.25 142.75 193 8.8 20 102 61 176 69 31 65.53
50 38.35 142.75 183 8.9 21 103 61 175 67 31 71.96
100 38.25 142.75 170 9.1 19 102 61 175 69 31 75.39
150 38.25 142.75 163 9.2 17 101 62 175 71 30 74.61
200 38.25 142.75 158 9.3 16 100 61 176 72 30 72.39

Figure 11. Non-linearity in the acceleration seismograms observed at some K-NET stations after integration. For each station, the top row shows the
unprocessed strong-motion records and the bottom row shows the velocity seismogram obtained after integration of the acceleration seismogram. IWT009,
IBR003 and FKS023 show evidence of instrument problems whereas AOM009 integrates correctly.
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Table 2 shows that the source time function convolved with the
GFs prior to any moment tensor calculations influences the output
moment magnitude as well as the fit between the synthetics and the
data. The moment magnitude is found to increase with increasing
source duration. On the other hand, the origin time of the earthquake
is found to decrease with increasing source duration. A source time
function of 100 s was chosen in the analysis because it best recovers
the data in the moment tensor inversion (Table 2). The source time
duration of an earthquake could thus be derived from this analysis
if multiple sets of elementary seismograms convolved with differ-
ent source time functions were pre-processed and considered in
parallelized source inversions. Also, we find that the variation in
the rise time has very limited effects on the best location, and on
the mechanism of the earthquake. This is encouraging for further
studies and applications to other earthquakes in the area as well as
in other regions where great earthquakes occurs. For comparison,
Guilhem & Dreger (2011) used a source time function of 84 s for
their analysis of synthetic M 8.2 to M 8.4 earthquakes off the coast
of Mendocino in northern California.

The main advantage of using data from strong-motion stations
is the capability of that instrumentation to record motions on scale
(±4 × g) with a response in acceleration flat to DC. Modern strong
motion instruments have very large dynamic range (>140 db) en-
abling robust recording of even very low frequency acceleration. We
note however that there can be problems with these data. For exam-
ple, when processing the data of the selected strong-motion stations
of the K-NET network we found that several (IBR003, IWT009
and FKS023) lead to incorrect moment tensor inversions (Fig. 10).
Inspection of the raw acceleration records did not reveal any ob-
vious problems. However, after integration to velocity, the records
displayed kinks on all three components (Fig. 11) suggesting that
they suffered from loss of linearity due to a loss of phase-lock in the
feedback mechanisms. Another possibility is that the accelerome-
ters are sensitive to ground tilt. Ellsworth (personal communication,

2011) compared nearby continuous GPS records and found that at
several sites the accelerometers appeared to suffer some bias due to
ground tilt, especially on the horizontal components that are more
sensitive to tilt. More analyses of the behaviour of strong-motion
instruments driven by high levels of ground shaking and possible
large amplitude tilts are necessary for a better understanding of their
response to such motions, and how to better prepare site installations
for long-period acceleration response.

Both clipping in raw weak motion data and data from contin-
uous high rate GPS instruments could be used to verify whether
an event is large and the strong motion data should be preferred
in its analysis. Fig. 12 compares the theoretical velocity output
of a radially oriented STS1 instrument in digital counts at station
MYG015 for modelled reverse point-source earthquakes with mag-
nitudes ranging between 6 and 9 located at the Tohoku-oki epicentre.
The displacement for the M 9 earthquake is overestimated by the
point source because the slip is forced to be concentrated at a single
point. Nonetheless for the other magnitudes, the distance to the sta-
tion does not preclude the point-source assumption. Fig. 12 shows
that the digital signal clips between a M 6 and M 7 earthquake at
175 km distance. However, these two model events do not produce
significant static offsets unlike the M 8 and M 9 seismic events
(Fig. 12). Tracking the digital counts of the raw weak motion data
and the static offset from continuous GPS data could help to better
monitor the seismicity especially when the best solutions obtained
by the short- and long-period scanning algorithms provide similar
VRs. As a consequence they could be used to confirm whether a
significant earthquake occurred. This emphasizes the need to con-
tinuously record strong-motion data. This is currently not done at
the K-NET network, where data acquisition is event-triggered. Ad-
ditionally, continuous high-rate GPS data could be used directly to
estimate the long-period acceleration or velocity response, or used
directly as displacement records in a implementation of this method
(Melgar et al. 2011).

Figure 12. Comparison of the theoretical STS1 radial velocity component (amplitude in digital counts) for model reverse M 6 to M 9 earthquakes located at
the M 9 Tohoku epicentre and recorded at 175 km at MYG015 station and the corresponding model displacement measured at the station in meters.
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We show that the inversion of low-frequency, long-period (100–
200 s) acceleration records at local to regional distance stations of
the NIED K-NET could detect and locate the 2011 M 9 Tohoku-oki
earthquake, as well as recover unsaturated estimates of the seismic
moment tensor. The analysis shows that robust results could be
obtained within 8 min following the origin time of the main shock
and therefore could be utilized for tsunami early warning if the
method were included in the real-time processing scheme. Using
very long-period waveforms (100–200 s) and an extended inversion
window (8 min) we show that the system does not saturate for very
large earthquakes, unlike classical techniques. Indeed we recover the
moment magnitude and can recover the moment tensor of the event
with a VR larger than 70 per cent. By limiting the inversions to be
performed on sources located only on the slab itself and using QFS
GFs to better image the extended rupture earthquake, we show that
only 1/5 of the virtual source locations are needed and that detection,
location and source parameter estimation are not adversely affected.
This reduces the computational demands significantly. The time
needed to perform the inversions depends however on the system
used for the algorithm, the length of the inversions and the size of the
studied region (i.e. number of point sources). Our algorithm ran on a
8-core sun computer, presently utilizing only 1 core. All elementary
seismograms were pre-processed and entered in memory prior to
any computation. Given these parameters the algorithm can process
5000 point sources for four three-component stations with a time
step of 2 s. The total processing time for all of the virtual sources
is less than the imposed 2 s time step. If parallelized or if fewer
inversions are required, which is the case of when using QFS GFs,
more station configurations, finite source lines, source durations,
and/or multiple directivity cases could be tested simultaneously
while trying to keep the time step of 2 s.

The proposed method has been shown to correctly characterize
earthquakes in the near-field in northern California (Guilhem &
Dreger 2011) and in Japan (Tsuruoka et al. 2009a), as well as for
great earthquakes. To implement it in other regions the sensitivity
of results to assumed velocity structures, optimal frequency pass-
bands, and station availability need to be considered. This can be
obtained thanks to extensive tests using multiple real and/or syn-
thetic earthquakes located in the region of interest. In addition, the
geometries of the extended source models (QFSGF) and of the sta-
tion distribution have to be defined in advance. They need to be
planned according to prior earthquake history in a given region,
to potential zones where coupling has been determined, and/or to
earthquake models expected to occur in a region of interest. Finally,
the potential extension of the grid to the outer rise region should also
be considered in this case intraplate events in regions with a history
of outer rise activity, or simply to account for such a possibility as
demonstrated by the 2012 April 11 Mw 8.6 strike-slip earthquakes.
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